
LEVELS OF 
BIBLICAL LEARNING 

OVERVIEW
L I S T E N I N G  G U I D E

The Levels of Biblical Learning® provides a      road map for ministry leaders  and 

parents that intersects     different age groups and     spiritual concepts.

THE TEN BIBLICAL CONCEPTS INCLUDE:

        CREATION

  JESUS     CHURCH

 HOLY SPIRIT        

       FAMILY

 SALVATION    COMMUNITY & WORLD

The 10 biblical concept areas take into consideration the     of the child to learn, from 

younger     to preteen moving from the simple to the more    

 as a child moves in an age level.

The Preteen level is where we want kids to be when they leave Kids Ministry. The preceding levels are 

how we get there: the steps, stages, and levels that take a complex concept at a very    

level of understanding.

It is important that we teach kids about God in  age-     ways.

  LEVELS OF BIBLICAL LEARNING®



SIX AGE LEVELS:

Kids grow according to  God’s    .

With Younger Preschoolers it’s important to remember that they are developing a sense of  

     . When meeting their needs at church we are laying the 

foundation that ultimately they can trust   .

Middle Preschoolers are beginning to process information about the    , that Jesus 

died and what that means.

Older Preschoolers are    . They love to explore and try new things. Older 

Preschoolers like doing things     times.

Younger Kids have a simple understanding about    and enjoy learning from the Bible.

Middle Kids are beginning to ask     questions about religion.  They are developing 

their own     and tend to think in terms of right and wrong.

Preteens are seeking spiritual    and are ready to adopt a religious belief system of 

their    . 

Start with the most basic        and build on that.

Successful biblical teaching comes when we teach kids in ways that meet their     

     .
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